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                          PART I 
 
               Elementary Introduction 



The structure of the matter and spatial scales 
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«Confinement» of quarks in hadrons 



Why does the confinement  
happen?...  
What is the difference between 
QCD and QED? 

Electrons –> quarks, 
Photons –> gluons. 
But  gluons carries 
color charge.  
This is the essence! 



Is it possible to observe  
free quarks? 

Such 
happened in the Early  
Universe! 



Universe  
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Is it possible to get Quark-Gluon Plasma in  
experiment? 
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How does it possible to “compress”  
and “warm up” hadrons: protons and  
neutrons”? 

Really, how do create the pressure  
higher than in the neutron stars, and  
temperature in billion times higher 
than inside the Sun? 





Relativistic heavy ion collisions 

At the start ====> 

At the end====> 

Temporal dependence  
of the pressure and  
temperature  ======> 



UrQMD – Ultra-relativistic Quantum-Molecular Dynamics 

Computer simulation of A+A collisions 



How to study  QGP ? 

Hadron gas 

hadrons 

   The Early Universe 

Neutron stars 

Quark-gluon plasma 

Density of nuclear matter (baryonic density) 



How does it become possible to  
create the  Universe  
using a few colliding protons ? 

 
                E=mc2 ! 



The result of collision (197Au+ 197Au) at the  CMS energy : 200 GeV per 
nucleon pair , experiment  BNL STAR 

E=mc2 

 4004000 



How does it work in 
practice? 

The two things are necessary: 
1. Accelarator (Collider) 
2. Detector. 



The two ways to realize A+A collisions  

Collision beam - target 

beam target 

collision 
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Beam-beam collisions 
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Brookhaven National Laboratory, Long Island (USA) 

RHIC 
Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider 





CERN 



ok. 100m 

CERN: on- ... and under-vground 



CERN – underground tunnel LEP/LHC 
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Two scenarios 



Jet quenching as a signature of very dense matter 

? 

Pedestal&flow subtracted 

                                              

                                                                       Phys. Rev. Lett. 91, 072304 (2003). 

“… was observed jet quenching predicted to occur in a hot deconfined envi- 
ronment 100 times dense than ordinary nuclear matter” (BNL RHIC, June 2003). 
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Studying of  (one- and multi- particle) spectra   versus IC and EoS one  can 
get, in principle information about earlier  partonic stage of  evolution: possible formation  
of QGP or even type  of the phase transition. 

 

Hydrodynamic approach to multiparticle production [Landau, 1953] 



 Hydrodynamic equation 

 Coordinates 

nucleus nucleus 

energy momentum tensor 
of perfect fluid 

Quasi-inertial  hydrodynamics 

 Quasi-inertial flows 
Projection of equation on the 
direction of 4-velocity 

 Thermodynamic identities: 

     Entropy is conserved             , if    if                    or particle number is conserved:                 



(1+1)D boost-invariant hydrodynamic models 

 New variables 
 

 One dimensional boost-invariant approximation: 

Quasi-inertial Hydrodynamic Equations 

       Solution:                                     

  

  Quasi-inertiality      

 Hydro-velocity:  
                                                                        

It is so called “Bjorken solution”, in fact, invented by R. Hwa and  C.  Chiu 



The basic properties of the boost-invariant solution 
t 

z Conception of thermal freeze-out 

Cooper-Frye formula for  sudden freeze-out 

Conception of chemical  freeze-out 

Generalization of sudden freeze-out   to continuous one: 
                                    Hydro+ Cascade models 

Where          is peace of hypersurface where the particles  
with momentum near      has a maximal emission rate    
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